The cadmium toxicity hypothesis of aging: a possible explanation for the zinc deficiency hypothesis of aging.
Although cadmium and zinc have similar chemical properties, they affect living organisms diversely: while zinc is an essential element for growth, development and functioning of all living cells, cadmium is a highly toxic material. Cadmium has an extremely long biological half-life and may be considered a cumulative toxin. It has been shown to have sterilizing, teratogenic and carcinogenic effects and most of these effects could be reduced or even prevented by zinc administration. An increase in cadmium concentration with age has been proven in various species and in different tissues and these facts led some investigators to the assumption that cadmium accumulation might play an important role in senescence. Zinc essentiality and the lack of a reliable index of intracellular zinc status, formed the rationale for the zinc deficiency hypothesis of aging. This hypothesis suggests a gradual time related zinc deficiency occurring in each living cell, making zinc less available for its metalloenzymes. The sum of all deleterious effects resulting from the distorted function of different zinc enzymes, is later manifested as aging processes. When cadmium concentration increases, zinc concentration in various tissues decreases. Cadmium may inhibit zinc activities at many stages, interfering with zinc absorption, distribution to different tissues and transport into cells or into several intracellular structures. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a slowly developing cadmium toxicity may result in a gradual time related zinc deficiency.